Linear Landscape is a landscape design studio led by LAr CA Lew Thye Yong, who has over 20 years of expertise and leads a team of designers with technical and artistic skills. Our philosophy is to develop simple designs for every project we work on; we feel that achieving a simple design is sometimes more difficult than achieving a complicated design; we must work hard to clean up our mind to make it simple.

Our Seri Kembangan offices are inspired by the concept that expressive and responsive design can help communities, institutions, and individuals build distinct, long-lasting environments. We collaborate closely with each of our clients to create designs that fit their goals and budget while minimizing environmental impact.

Because we live in a finite planet with finite resources, developing a community with a sustainable design for development is critical. We attempted to channel energy such as water, solar energy, and nutrients around us for use before runoff in order to refill underground water, minimize power use, and reduce fertilizer use through green infrastructure knowledge.

To create a resilient landscape, we must design with nature rather than against it. We believe that applying permaculture principles by integrating land, resources, people, and the environment through mutually beneficial synergies may allow us to mimic the no waste, closed loop processes seen in varied natural systems.